During conjugation in the ciliated protozoan, Tetrahymena thermophilu , a somatic MACronucleus develops from the germinal MICronucleus. Ten to 20 percent of the MIC genome is eliminated during this process. Three repetitive families have been identified which have different levels of repetition in the MIC and are eliminated to different degrees in the MAC. Some members of two of these families persist in the MAC. In this study, we have looked at these persistent sequences in the MAC of cell lines from a variety of sources including several inbed strains, two sets of caryonides, caryonidal subclones, and vegetatively aged cell clones. The results suggest that the sequences that remain in the MAC have a genetic predisposition to persist. However, epigenetic variations occur as the MAC develops so that only some of the persistent sequences are actually observed in a particular MAC. Polymorphisms may be generated if alternative processing of a single MIC segment occurs. These polymorphisms can later be resolved by phenotypic assortment during vegetative growth. These facultatively persistent sequences appear to differ from sequences previously described in this organism.
INTRODUCTION
DNA elimination is a normal part of development in many systems. It was first described almost 90 years ago in an ascarid worm in which one chromosome undergoes fragmentation into several smaller chromosomes with the concurrent loss of DNA [reviewed in 11. Since then, DNA elimination has been described in a variety of systems including ciliated protozoa . Elimination is also associated with several systems of DNA rearrangements including mammalian immunoglobin switching [6] , trypanosome antigenic variation 171, and yeast mating type interconversion [8] . Studies on the processes by which these eliminations occur may help our understanding of development.
DNA elimination has been shown to occur during development in the ciliated protozoan, Tetrahymena themophila. Tetrahymena has two distinct nuclei, a small diploid micronucleus (MIC) and a large somatic macronucleus (MAC) which contains approximately 23 times as much DNA as the MIC. The MAC develops from the MIC during the sexual process of conjugation [reviewed in 91. During conjugation, the MIC in each of the two mating cells undergoes meiosis and one of the four meiotic products is retained. This meiotic product is duplicated and the two mating cells exchange one copy of this nucleus. The two pronuclei in each cell then fuse to form a zygotic nucleus which is genetically identical in the two exconjugants. This zygotic nucleus undergoes two rounds of mitosis. One product of this nucleus becomes the MIC and is stably inherited by all the progeny of the exconjugant. Two other products of the zygotic nucleus develop independently into MACs. These two MACs exist in the one cell until the cell divides, at which time the MACs are distributed to the two daughter cells. The four daughter cells from the two exconjugants thus contain four independently formed MACs while containing four genetically identical MICs. These four cells, called caryonides, should be identical for phenotypes that are genetically determined. However, phenotypes that are determined during MAC development may vary in the four caryonides. An example of caryonidal inheritance is mating type determination. Orias [ 101 has proposed a molecular basis for mating type determination which involves DNA rearrangements similar to those seen for immunoglobin switching in mammals.
The large somatic MAC contains DNA molecules that are much smaller than the average size of the germinal MIC chromosomes and are derived by fragmentation during MAC development [ll]. Each molecule can replicate, and except for rDNA, each of the 250-300 types of molecules is present on average in 45 copies. These autonomously replicating pieces probably correspond to the assorting "units" seen in heterozygotes [ 121. If a caryonide is heterozygous for a particular trait, some of the 45 copies will contain one allele and the rest will contain the other allele. Random distribution of allelic copies in successive fissions can produce a cell with a MAC that is homozygous for one of the alleles. This phenomenon, called phenotypic assortment, occurs with the kinetics predicted from the random distribution of 45 copies of each type of assorting unit to each daughter nucleus [reviewed in 91.
DNA elimination has been shown to be a part of MAC development in Tetrahymena, first by hybridization kinetics [3,13] and more recently by recombinant DNA analysis. Ten to 20 percent of the MIC genome, mostly repetitive sequences, is eliminated or underreplicated in the MAC [3,13]. Eliminated sequences have been associated with fragmentation at the rDNA locus [ 14,151. They have also been found [16,17] associated with (C4A2),,, a repeat which is added to the ends of MAC fragments [18] . More recently, eliminated sequences were shown to be a part of a deletion mechanism in which the two flanking sequences were rejoined after elimination [19] . This type of deletion has been shown to occur in the vicinity of the tubulin gene [20] and also for internal MIC DNA regions containing C4A2 repeats [211.
We have recently identified three families of eliminated sequences with different levels of repetition which are clustered at several sites in the MIC genome in different inbred strains [22] . All three families are present on a cloned piece of MIC DNA @T1008) derived from the progeny of a cross of strains D and DI1. pT1008 was divided into seven subclones, and they were used in naming the three families. One family (A4-A5) has three to four members in the MIC and is completely eliminated from the MAC. A second family (A2-A3) is present in approximately 30-50 copies and a third family (C-B-Al) in 200-300 copies in the MIC. Members of both the A2-A3 and C-B-A1 families persist in the MAC genome.
Segments of DNA that are invariably eliminated in somatic nuclear development or invariably retained in all lineages have been described previously [ 16,17,23-251. In the present study a third type of DNA segment is described-one that is retained in some cell lineages but eliminated in others. Such facultatively persistent sequences offer special opportunities for analysis. We were able to look for genetic and epigenetic components to persistence by examining the pattern of hybridization to MAC DNA fragments from several inbred strains, caryonides, caryonidal subclones, and vegetatively aged cell lines. The results suggest that the repertoire of persistent sequences is genetically determined in the MAC, but which sequences actually persist varies during any particular MAC'S development. Table 1 lists the cell lines used in this study. The various relationships among inbred strains have been discussed [9, 26] . Cell lines BX2 and BX6 are sister clones from one mating pair of round two of genomic exclusion of B-19755 crossed to A* III and were obtained from L. Jenkins (University of Iowa). The other B strain cell lines were derived by inbreeding clones of different mating type from the same mating pair. Cell lines B7N and B4 were obtained from D.L. Nanney (University of Illinois) and had been frozen from about 1968 to 1974. Cell line B7B is the same cell line as B7N except that it was never frozen and was obtained from P.J. Bruns (Cornell University). Cell lines B7 (N or B) and B4 are caryonides that differ in mating type and were randomly isolated from the same mating pair. The construction of strain D/1, congenic with strain D, has been described [27] . All strains except for BX2 and BX6 were originally constructed in this laboratory.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Cell Lines
Two sets of caryonides (31A-31D, 42A-42D) were selected randomly from a number of partial and complete sets isolated from a cross of D X D/1. Each set of four caryonides was separated, such that A and B are the sister caryonides from one exconjugant, and C and D are the sister caryonides of the other exconjugant. After 35 fissions, each caryonide from the 31 set was subcloned: single cells were randomly isolated from each of the four caryonidal populations. Three cell lines were used from one caryonide (31A), while only a single cell line was used from each of the other three caryonides. This first set of subclones was allowed to divide for 40 more fissions, or a total of 75 fissions. Then, a second set of subclones was made by cloning the first set of subclones: single cells were isolated from one of the descendant populations of three of the caryonides. Three cell lines were used from the 31A descendant, while only one cell line was used from each of the descendants of 31B and 31D. This second set of subclones was further cloned after 40 more fissions, or a total of 115 fissions. Single cells were isolated from one of the descendants of 31A, 31B, and 31D, three cell lines being used for the 31A lineage, and one cell line for each of the 31B and 31D lineages. All three sets of subclones are listed in Table 1 and labeled to illustrate how they descended from the original caryonide set. The vegetatively aged, or "old," cell clones were also obtained from a cross of D x D/1. From this cross, made at the end of 1975 (A75-163), individual mating pairs were placed into separate wells of depression slides, and caryonides were randomly isolated. Serial cloning was carried out for each cell line: every 13 fissions, a single cell was isolated and allowed to divide. After ten serial isolations, the cell line was placed in tube culture. The resulting cell lines were subcultured bimonthly at 23°C (1976) (1977) (1978) and then monthly (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) at 16"C, and are now about 1,000 fissions old. Subclones of the old cell clones were obtained from tubed populations when they were between 900 and 1,000 fissions old.
Growth of Cultures, Nuclear Isolations, and DNA Preparations
Cultures are maintained at 16°C in 1 % proteose peptone and are now subcultured monthly. Growth of cultures for nuclear preparations has been described [28] .
MACs were purified by the use of repeated Percoll gradients until the nuclear cross contamination was less than 1 MIC in 200 MACs [28] . After nuclear isolation, DNA was purified by CsCl gradient centrifugation as already outlined [28] .
Plasmid Preparation and Nick Translation
The plasmids that were used in this study include pT1008 and its seven subclones. pT 1008 contains MIC DNA derived from the progeny of a cross of D x D/ 1. It was selected for its smaller size from a group of clones that gave an intense reaction during colony hybridization to a probe of total MIC DNA but a minimal reaction when probed with total MAC DNA [22] . The seven subclones, pT1008-A1, pT1008-A2, pT1008-A3, pT1008-A4, pT1008-A5, pT1008-B, and pT1008-C, will be referred to in the text as Al, A2, A3, A4, A5, B, and C. Their location along the restriction map of pT1008 is shown in Figure 1 . Plasmid DNA was isolated by a modification of the SDWhigh salt cleared lysate procedure [29] , followed by CsCUethidium bromide gradient centrifugation in a vertical rotor. DNA was labeled in vitro with (r32P dATP by a modified nick-translation procedure routinely giving about lo8 cpm/pg [30,3 11. Unincorporated radioactive nucleotides were removed from the samples by chromatography through Sephadex G-50.
Restriction Enzyme Digestion and Gel Electrophoresis
Digestions using tenfold excess of enzyme were carried out by the method of Maniatis et a1 [32] with restriction enzymes purchased from Bethesda Research Laboratories, New England Biolabs, or Amersham. Submarine gel electrophoresis was carried out with 12-inch long gels and a Tris borate buffer system containing ethidium bromide [33-351 using appropriate size markers, either +X 174 DNA digested with Hind 11 or X DNA digested with Ava I and Bgl 11. X DNA digested with Ava I and Bgl I1 generates fragments of the following sizes (in kb): 14.9, 8.8, 5.5, 4.3, 3.7, 2.44, 2.23, 1.93, 1.64, 1.44, 1.07, 0.54 and 0.48 plus a few smaller ones. Dashes in each figure were estimates of size and are derived from standard curves using the above size markers.
Genomic Blotting and Hybridization
DNA was transferred from the gels to nitrocellulose filters by the method of Southern [36] with modifications. Prehybridization, hybridization, and washing were all done at 62°C. These conditions were chosen due to the 25% GC content of Tetruhymena DNA [37] . The filters were presoaked in 3XSSC for one-half hour (SSC = 0.15 M NaC1,0.015 M sodium citrate ) and then prehybridized for five hours in 10 X Denhardt's solution [38] with 3 X SSC, 0.1 % SDS, and 25 pglml of denatured calf thymus DNA. Then the prehybridization mixture was replaced with fresh denatured prehybridization and probe mixture (1-2 X lo6 cpm/ml), and hybridization was continued for at least 36 hours. Filters the size of a full sized gel received 4 x lo7 cpm. The filters were washed six times in 2XSSC, 1% SDS for 20 minutes, then once in 0.2XSSC, 1% SDS for 30 minutes, and finally in 2XSSC for ten minutes. The fdters were dried for two hours and exposed to Kodak XAR-5 film at -80°C with an intensifying screen. The length of exposure depended on the amount of radioactivity on the filter.
RESULTS

The MACs of Inbred Strains Probed With pT1008
MAC DNA was isolated from each of the cell lines of the various inbred strains listed in Table 1 . These MAC DNAs were digested with Mbo I, an isoschizomer of Sau 3A, to separate fragments with homologies to different subclones, since many of the subclones are separated by Mbo I (Sau 3A) sites (See Fig. 1 for a restriction map of pT1008 and the location of the seven subclones). The DNA fragments were separated by electrophoresis through agarose gels and blotted to nitrocellulose. The filters were probed with pT1008 and its seven subclones. When the filter was probed with pT1008, a great deal of variation was observed in the banding pattern of the MAC DNAs from different cell lines (Fig. 2) . Genomic blots probed with pT1008's subclones allowed us to assign each fragment to the subclone which hybridizes to that fragment. The results are shown in Tables 2 and 3 .
All except two of the MAC fragments hybridizing with pT1008 were assigned to one or more of the subclones. The two exceptions are included in Table 2 . One of the fragments is 4.7 kb and is present in cell lines D and D/1. The other fragment is 
The A4-A5 Family
The A4-A5 family is present in three to five copies in the MIC genome and is totally eliminated from the MAC [22] . This family is defined by the subclones A4 and A5 from pT1008 (see Fig. 1 ). The family is present in a similar arrangement in the MIC of several inbred strains. This study confirmed that the A4-A5 family is totally eliminated from the MACs of several inbred strains since subclones A4 and A5 do not hybridize to any fragments in the MAC of any of the cell lines that were tested.
The A2-A3 Family
The A2-A3 family is a repetitive family that is present in approximately 30-50 copies in the MIC and one to five copies persist in the MAC of cell line DI [22] . It is defined by subclones A2 and A3 of pTl008 (see Fig. 1 ). It is present in a similar arrangement in the MIC of several inbred strains. The MAC fragments identified in the pT1008 genomic blot that were assigned to DNA subclones A2 and A3 are listed in Table 2 . The total number of MAC fragments that hybridize to the A2-A3 family can vary from four to 13, depending on the cell line. Each subclone also varies in the number of fragments that hybridize with it; A2 hybridizes with three to nine fragments, A3 hybridizes with zero to four fragments. Not only is there variation in number, but there is a great deal of variation in the banding patterns of A2 and A3 in the different cell lines tested.
The 
The C-&A1 Family
The C-B-A1 family, which is present in 200-300 copies in the MIC genome, is only present in one copy in the MAC of cell line DI [22] . The family is defined by subclones C, B, and A1 from pT1008 (see Fig. 1 ). Subclone C was found to be MIC specific [22] . In this study, subclone C did not hybridize to any fragments in the MACs of any of the cell lines tested. However, subclones B and A1 hybridized to a few fragments in the MACs of some (or all) the inbred strains tested. As shown in Table 3 To further investigate the process by which these fragments remain in the MAC, several cell lines were prepared from crosses of D X D/1. One of the reasons for using this cross is that these two strains contain a number of fragments that hybridize to DNA subclones A1 and B, whereas inbred strains A, B, and C2 do not contain fragments that hybridize to Al. The cell lines that were prepared included two sets of caryonides, various subclones of one of the sets of caryonides, and old cell clones which are about 1, OOO fissions old. MAC DNAs were prepared from these cell lines and used in genomic blots which were probed with the DNA subclones of interest.
Caryonidal Inheritance of MAC Fragments
To determine how much of the variability seen in the A2-A3 family is epigenetically determined during MAC formation, DNA subclones A2 and A3 were used as probes against genomic blots of the caryonides and caryonidal subclones. The results are shown in Figure 3 . Many of the Mbo I fragments that hybridize to A3 also hybridize to A2. Although there are several bands in common between caryonides within one set and caryonides from different sets, there are variations in the banding patterns of the MAC DNAs within both sets of caryonides for both A2 and A3. There were also variations in the banding patterns within various caryonidal subclones: some bands were lost while new bands appeared (data not shown). However, the overall patterns were similar during vegetative aging. DNA subclone A1 was also used as a probe against genomic blots of MAC DNAs from the caryonides and caryonidal subclones. The Mbo I banding patterns of the caryonides are shown in Figure 4 . Here, major variations are seen among the caryonides in both the 31 and 42 sets. A1 hybridizes to a single but different-sized fragment in each of caryonides 31A, 31B, 31D, and 42D. It hybridizes to several different-sized fragments in caryonides 42A, 42B, and 42C. There are also variations in the subclones of the 31 set of caryonides using Hind III digests of the MAC DNAs (Fig. 5) . The fragments in 31A and 31B appear to be similar in size (all are about 5.2 kb in Hind I11 digests) and they persist in all the caryonidal subclones of 3 1A and 3 1B that were investigated. DNA subclone A1 also hybridizes to a fragment in caryonidal subclone 31C-2 (5.2 kb in Hind III digests) that is not detectable in caryonide 31C. Finally, A1 hybridizes to a fragment (1.46 kb in Hind III digests) in 31D and 31D-2.
However, this fragment is not detected in subsequent subclones, 31D-2-a and 31D-2-a-5, but a new fragment which is larger in size is present in its place.
DNA subclone B was not used in these analyses because it hybridizes to fragments that are either present in all the inbred strains (see Table 3 
Persistent Fragments in Old Cell Clones
MAC DNA was prepared from six cell lines which are about 1, OOO fissions old and were last subcloned at 130 fissions. pT1008 and its subclones were used as probes against genomic blots of these DNAs digested with Mbo I. The genomic blot probed This has been shown by genomic blots probed with pBR322. New MAC DNAs could be isolated without the contamination. However, the DNAs that wcre used here were isolated much closer to the time that the cell line was isolated. Therefore, they better reflect the composition of the cell line at that time. DNAs are routinely screened for plasmid contamination using genomic blots which are probed with pBR322. No contamination has been detected since these caryonidal subclones were made. All other DNAs discussed in this paper are free of plasmid contamination.
with pT1008 is shown in Figure 6 . Genomic blots probed with each of the DNA subclones allowed us to assign each fragment to the DNA subclone which hybridized to it. Most of the bands in the blot hybridized to DNA subclone A2.
The A2-A3 family hybridizes to several fragments in the MAC of the old cell clones. DNA subclone A3 hybridizes to two fragments (1.46 and 0.57 kb in Mbo I digests). The 1.46-kb fragment is present in two of the six old cell lines, while the 0.57-kb fragment is present in the other four old cell lines. Despite the fact that DNA subclone A2 hybridizes to several fragments in each of the old cell lines, the banding pattern of each cell line is distinct.
The C-B-A1 family hybridizes to a few fragments in the old cell clones. DNA subclone B hybridizes to three very faint fragments (0.47, 0.40, and 0.35 kb) that are present in all the inbred strains; it also hybridizes to a 3.0-kb fragment in four of the six cell lines. DNA subclone A1 hybridizes to two fragments (3.0 and 2.6 kb) in the same four old cell lines, but it does not hybridize to any fragments in the other two cell lines. The 3.0-kb fragment appears to hybridize to both A1 and B. 
DISCUSSION
Three types of DNA segments have now been described in terms of their behavior during MAC development in Tetrahymena themophila: those that are invariably eliminated [ 16, 17, 23] , those that are retained in all cell lineages [24, 25] , and those that are retained in some cell lineages but eliminated in others [this report; 241. Facultatively persistent sequences as well as those totally eliminated are found together on MIC DNA clone pT1008. This clone differs from those described previously in two respects: the strain from which the DNA originated (D X D/l rather than strain B) and the method of its selection in which total MIC and total MAC DNA were used as probes. This DNA clone (pT1008) as well as three others gave an intense response to the MIC probe and a minimal response to the MAC probe during colony hybridization [22] . Analysis of the seven subclones of pT1008 identified three families of repeated sequences clustered in the MIC genome which differed in their degree of repetition in MIC DNA and in the extent to which members of each family are eliminated in the MAC [22] (Table 4) . Family A4-A5, present in only a few copies in the MIC, is completely eliminated as well as the C end of family C-B-A l , which is present in many copies in the MIC. Facultatively persistent sequences occur in family A2-A3 and for some members of the C-B-A1 family when DNA subclones B or A1 were used as probes. The degree of persistence is correlated with how widely the sequences are distributed among the strains. Only a small percentage of B or A1 fragments persist in a few strains whereas a larger proportion of A2-A3 fragments persist and they are observed in all or most all strains. However, an individual fragment is found in only some of the strains.
Relevant to these facultatively persistent sequences is the report of Karrer et al [24] in which some MIC-specific sequences are retained in the MAC of an amicronucleate mutant. Since amicronucleate cells in this species ordinarily die, Karrer proposes that the aberrantly persistent MIC sequences may perform some essential function usually carried out in the MIC. The behavior of the facultatively persistent sequences reported here may weaken the strength of the Karrer data by showing that the distinction between retained and eliminated sequences is not as tight as previously believed.
What are the factors that play a role in determining persistence of these sequences in the MAC? Our results suggest that there may be a genetic predispositon to persistence; however, the "noise" level is high with respect to which sequences actually persist in a particular MAC. These suggestions are supported by data from the MAC DNAs of cell lines of various inbred strains as well as caryonides, caryonidal subclones, and old cell lines originating from crosses of D x D/1.
A genetic factor determining the persistence of sequences normally eliminated from the MAC can be seen in the data obtained from the inbred strains. Cell lines from the inbred strains have several MAC fragments in common when hybridized with the A2-A3 family ( Table 2) . For instance, cell lines from inbred strain B share several fragments, including the 5.2-, 1.65, 0 . 6 5 , and 0.4810.45-kb fragments. In general, similarities in the A2-A3 banding patterns of various cell lines reflect the genetic relationships of these inbred strains [9, 26] . Observations on the C-B-A1 family also support the idea that there is a genetic basis to the sequences which persist in the MAC (Tables 3, 4) . DNA subclone C is MIC specific in all the inbred strains examined. DNA subclone B as well as DNA subclone A1 hybridize strongly to a few fragments in strains C3, D, D/1, and DI. Some of these fragments appear in both D and D/1, strains which are congenic [27] . Thus, there appears to be some relationship between the pattern of fragments that persist in the MAC and the genetic similarity of these strains. This relationship suggests that particular fragments have a genetic predisposition to be retained in the MAC.
While the above data suggest a genetic predisposition for certain sequences to persist, variability of pattern is evident among the cell lines tested. The MAC patterns of all the inbred strain cell lines are distinct for the A2-A3 family (Table 2) . For example, cell lines BX2 and BX6 are genetically identical because of genomic exclusion [reviewed in 91 yet their banding patterns are different. The differences in banding patterns could have arisen during MAC formatin, since BX2 and BX6 have MACs that were formed independently. Likewise, B7(N or B) and B4 are genetically identical since they were derived from the same mating pair; yet, their patterns are different, again suggesting that the variation in pattern was introduced during MAC formation. The banding patterns of the C-B-A1 family are also variable in the MAC among the strains (Table 3) . Thus, using probes for both repetitive families A2-A3 and C-B-A1, we have observed a large amount of variation in the MAC among cell lines of different inbred strains, as well as variation in banding pattern among cell lines within a given strain, as seen for strain B or for various cell lines of strain D (data not shown). We have also observed variation in banding patterns among genetically identical cell lines such as BX2 and BX6 or B7 and B4. These variations suggest that either there is residual heterozygosity within the inbred strains or, more likely, that epigenetic variability is introduced as the MAC is formed. This epigenetic variability is also seen for the MACs of the old cell lines of D X D/1 (Fig. 6) . Variable banding patterns are seen for both repetitive families. Since D and D/1 are congenic strains, there should be little residual heterozygosity remaining between the two parental lines.
Further evidence for epigenetic variability is illustrated by the two sets of caryonides. Both the A2-A3 family (Fig. 3 ) and the C-B-A1 family (Fig. 4) show variation in their banding patterns for each of the four caryonides from two different sets. Most variation is seen when DNA subclone A1 is used as a probe: caryonides 31A, 31B, and 31D each have an A1 Mbo I band different in size, and 31C does not appear to hybridize to A1 at all. Caryonides 42A-D vary both in the number of bands present as well as the sizes of these fragments. Since the four caryonides from a single mating pair are identical in their MIC genotype but each caryonide has an independently formed MAC, the observed difference in banding pattern within a set shows that the fragments that actually persist at one or more sites in the MIC genome varies. Moreover, the "noise" level generated by epigenetic variation appears to be high.
When is epigenetic variability introduced? Obviously, it occurs during MAC development in the four caryonides. Theoretically, it could occur exclusively or mainly during MAC development, or it could arise throughout clonal life. Continued processing of MAC DNA throughout clonal life has recently been observed with fragments containing 5 s rDNA gene clusters [39] which were altered in size during vegetative growth: some fragments were lost as new fragments appeared. Vegetative processing of MAC DNA could explain the loss of persistent MAC sequences here also; for example, a band which hybridizes to DNA subclone A1 is lost from the 31D caryonidal cell lineage at about 75 fissions, and a new band appears (Fig. 5) . However, changes in pattern appear to be less common during vegetative growth for these facultatively persistent sequences than for the 5s genes. Only modest changes in pattern are seen for the caryonidal subclones when probed with A2 or A3 (data not shown) or with A1 (Fig. 5) . Moreover, each established cell clone is completely stable in its particular pattern. Cell lines B7N and B7B are samples of an original cell line B-18687 obtained from different laboratories. Their banding patterns are identical, suggesting that their MACs have not changed since the two lines were separated several years ago. The six old cell lines were obtained from a cross of D X D/1. From each of these six cell lines, three subclones were isolated, and pT1008 was used as a probe against MAC DNA blots of the subclones (data not shown). In all cases the banding patterns of the three subclones were identical to the banding pattern of the old cell line from which they were taken. Thus, most of the epigenetic variability appears to be introduced during the development of the MAC, since major differences in pattern are observed among the caryonides.
What is the nature of this epigenetic heterogeneity? Theoretically, the fragments that persist could reflect alternative arrangements of a particular MIC segment or they could represent persistence of different MIC segments. Since repetitive sequences are involved, it is not possible to decide between these alternatives. Where one fragment, or none, is involved, as observed for the 31 set of caryonides probed with A1 (Fig.  4) , we could imagine that a single site was involved. For the 42 set of caryonides three to four A1 fragments persist in three of the caryonides, and one A1 fragment in the fourth caryonide (Fig. 4) . Observation of three to four fragments of different size in a single MAC could be attributed either to the persistence of this family at three to four different locations in the MIC genome, or to alternative processing of a sequence at a single locus in the MIC genome with three to four different products appearing among the 45 copies of this locus in the MAC. If alternative ways of processing a MIC segment yield different products in a single MAC during its development, then we would expect to observe phenotypic assortment for these products during clonal life. This may indeed be the explanation for some of the changes seen among the caryonidal subclones .
Better evidence for alternative processing of a single MIC segment during MAC development has been obtained by examining a cloned MAC fragment that contains a persistent sequence (a member of the C-B-A1 family) as well as a sequence normally retained and present in single copy in the MAC [40] . This cloned fragment was used to construct MAC restriction maps of this region in cell lines whose MACs do, or do not, contain the persistent sequence. Extensive variation in the map flanking this region was observed. Moreover, when a set of four caryonides was probed with the subclone of the cloned MAC fragment that contained the single copy sequence, each of the caryonides had a different major fragment in its MAC.
In this paper we have identified sequences that are retained in some cell lineages but eliminated in others. Factors affecting these facultatively persistent sequences include a genetic predisposition to persist as well as epigenetic variability. This genetic predisposition may involve the process of elimination itself. Sequences that are invariably eliminated during MAC development appear to be removed by active degradation rather than passive underreplication and dilution [41] . Thus, the facultatively persistent sequences probably do not represent sequences being diluted out during normal elimination but, instead, the sequences are not excised at the site of elimination. The genetic predisposition to persist in the MAC may reflect the fact that some sequences are more likely to be missed by the elimination process. This might occur because they have a weak or less accessible signal for processing at these sites. The variability introduced during MAC formation may result from differences in the quality or accessibility of the processing signal, or from the influence of neighboring sequences, at a particular site in different MACs. If the quality or accessibility varied within a single MAC, the 45 copies of this MIC segment may be processed differently, resulting in a heterozygous MAC in which the heterozygosity is resolved by phenotypic assortment. Even at sites where elimination is complete and occurs as a result of precise internal deletions, one of the deletions appears to be generated in alternative ways, according to Austerberry et a1 [42] . Moreover, both the products generated by alternative splicing appear together in the MAC before assortment [42] .
Several functions have been suggested for eliminated sequences. These sequences could specify MIC chromosomal functions such as centromeres, or sequences necessary for mitosis or meiosis. This is one interpretation for the presence of MICspecific sequences in the MAC of the amicronucleate mutant [24] . Alternatively, they could inactivate genes in the MIC. In that case, their elimination could result in gene activation in the MAC. While this study does not specifically address these possibilities, the sequences that do persist in the MAC do not appear to hinder MAC functions significantly (i.e., the cells survive). The B-A1 sequences do not appear to be necessary for MAC function since any particular MAC sequence may, or may not, be present in those few cell lines in which persistence occurs. However, at least one member of the A2-A3 fasmily persists in the MAC of all cell lines. Thus, this sequence may be necessary for MAC function, provided it does not matter where the sequence is located in the MIC genome. Whatever the function of these facultatively persistent sequences, it does not require complete elimination, but rather allows certain of these sequences to persist in the MAC without affecting the normal functions of the MIC and, most likely, the MAC.
CONCLUSIONS
We have identified a class of sequences in T themphila that is retained in some cell lines but eliminated in others during somatic nuclear (MAC) development. These facultatively persistent sequences are found together with totally eliminated sequences on a cloned MIC DNA fragment that contains three families of sequences with different levels of repetition in the MIC genome. Two of the families contain members that exhibit facultative persistence. By examining the MAC of cell lines from a variety of sources, including several inbred strains, two sets of caryonides, caryonidal subclones, and vegetatively aged cell clones, we conclude that there is a genetic predisposition for these sequences to persist but that epigenetic variation may be introduced as the MAC develops, and polymorphisms may be generated if alternative processing of a single MIC segment occurs within a developing MAC. These polymorphisms could then be resolved by phenotypic assortment during vegetative growth. An interpretation of these observations is that the persistent MAC sequences persist because of weak or less accessible signals for processing at sites of elimination. The genetic component may reflect the fact that some sequences are more likely to be missed by the elimination process, whereas the variability introduced during MAC formation may result from differences in the quality or accessibility of the processing signal in that particular MAC. Whatever the function of these facultatively persistent sequences, it does not require complete and precise elimination so that persistence of these sequences in the MAC does not affect the normal functions of the MIC and, most likely, the MAC.
